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究生入学考试英语试题Section I Vocabulary (10 points)

Directions: There are 20 incomplete sentences in this section. For

each sentence there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose

the ONE that best completes the sentence and mark your answers on

ANSWER SHEET 1. 1. Doctors are recommending that people take

up a vegetarian lifestyle to ______ their symptoms. of his speech was

that we should all work wholeheartedly for the A. prevent B.

deteriorate C. complicate D. nurture 2. The most important

______people. A. element B. spot C. sense D. point 3. It is thought

that officials in that country were getting ______ from local

businessmen. A. deposit C. entry D. kickback 4. We cannot always

_____ the wind, so new windmills should be so designed that they

can also be driven by water. A. hang on B. count on C. hold on D.

come on 5. It is rather ______ that we still do not know how many

species there are in the world today. B. embarrassing C. boring D.

demanding 6. Salt is now seen as harmful to health, but it has been

used for centuries as method of ______ foods. A. maintaining B.

manufacturing C. preserving D. reserving 7. The most helpless

moment for victims often comes when they realize law ______ can

offer little aid. A. reinforcement B. enforcement C. implement D.

replacement 8. It is believed that ______ are high because 30% of

sales are the company’s own brands. A. increments B. leaseholds



C. drawbacks D. margins 9. Tell me at the end of the week how many

hours you have worked and I’ll ______ with you then. A. settle up

B. draw up C. work up D. come up 10. They claim that ______

1,000 factories closed down during the economic crisis. A.

sufficiently B. considerably C. approximately11.With the change of

times, many words have ______ new senses that are not well

documented. A. presumed B. assumed C. resumed来源

：www.100test.com12. Nowadays young people always complain

that their parents are out of with modern ways. A. link B. connection

D. touch 13. This has made us impossible to ship the goods within

the life time of L/C which C. association ______ on October 1. A.

policies B. bills C. charges D. prices 17. Although certain conditions

that may lead to cancer have been ______, the basic causes are

unknown. A. identified B. guaranteed C. conveyed D. notified 18.

We shall send you commercial invoices, bills of lading and insurance

certificates so that you ______A. grants B. floats C. inflates D.

expires 14. The building of the new subway lines in the city has been

______ due to lack of enough investment. A. held back B. held up

C. held out D. held on 15. As a result of his ______ work with Louis

Armstrong in the late 1920’s Earl Hines has been called the father

of modern jazz piano. A. organizational B. fundamental C.

pioneering D. essential 16. Maximum benefits typically range from

$50,000 to $250,00, though some ______ have no limit.can ______

the goods on a D\P basis. A. default B. claim C. deal D. circulate 19.

The Reading Center is a rich store of reading schemes and other

material ______ language development. A. on account of B. in



relation to C. on behalf of D. in memory of 20. The new government

has put forward a new economic policy with a greater on reducing

inflation. A. burden B. significance C. weight 100Test 下载频道开
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